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Pakistan | DISCOs  Power DISCOs | Snapshot

 21 licensed Power DISCOs operating in Pakistan

 10 Public DISCOs and K-Electric serve almost entire customer base

 Transmission network includes 16,260 KMs long lines, including K-Electric

network, operating at 500 kV and 220 kV level

 Distribution network of NTDC includes 350,795 KMs High Tension (HT)

lines and 242,600 KMs long Low Tension (LT) lines, including K-Electric

Challenges
 T&D losses
 Circular debt 

Infrastructural reforms
including significant
CAPEX would help in
resolving the key
challenges

Developments
 Multi-year tariff (MYT) Regime

NEPRA to re-introduce MYT regime.
MYT being performance based tariff
will require DISCOs to achieve certain
targets of performance over the control
period to receive revenue streams based
on known tariffs

 Privatization of DISCOs on
government agenda



Pakistan | DISCOs  

Units Consumed (GWh)

FY15: 84,936

FY11: 76,285

Power DISCOs | Snapshot



Power DISCOs | Transmission Network 

 MCB Islamic Bank 

Ltd. was declared as a 

Scheduled Bank with 

effect from Sep.14, 

2015.

 KASB Bank 

acquisition completed 

in Jun15

 Barclays Bank PLC 

de-scheduled in June15 

|  merged with and into 

HBL

 Timely completion of projects

is critical and of paramount

importance.



Power DISCOs | Distribution Network 

 MCB Islamic Bank 

Ltd. was declared as a 

Scheduled Bank with 

effect from Sep.14, 

2015.

 KASB Bank 

acquisition completed 

in Jun15

 Barclays Bank PLC 

de-scheduled in June15 

|  merged with and into 

HBL



DISCOs | T&D Losses | Trend

FY15

Against an average loss target of 15.3% for FY15, DISCOs' reported losses were

around 19% (almost same YoY basis).

IESCO being the most efficient DISCO having less than allowed T&D loss



DISCOs | Recovery | Trend

FY15

The actual level of recovery remained around 89% for the year FY15



Circular Debt | Receivable Position - Net

No. of receivable days increased to 210 at end-Jun15 from 174 at end-Jun14.

Receivables of distribution sector increased by more than PKR 120bln during

FY15, to stand at PKR 633bln at end-Jun15

 Out of PKR 120bln, PKR 75bln increase represent private sector, PKR

15bln increase stood against AJK share. Another PKR 13bln increase is

due to the Provincial Governments mainly Govt. of Sindh).

 Recoveries from agriculture connections also remain a source of constant

inflow into the circular debt and cannot be resolved unless the provincial

governments lend their active support to DISCOs.
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